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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FULTON COUNTY
BUSINESS DIVISION
STATE OF GEORGIA
GREENLIFE ENERGY SOLUTIONS,
ELC,
Plaintiff,

)

)
)

)

)
)

v.
MCCORMACK BARON SALAZAR,

INC., VINCE BENNETT, KEVIN
MCCORMACK, TONY SALAZAR,
RICHARD BARON, HILLARY
ZIMMERMAN,and MICHAEL DUFFY,
Defendants.

)

CAFN: 2018CV307344

)

)
)

)
)
)
)

Business Case Div. 3

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANTS’ MOTION TO STRIKE
PATTERSON’S THIRD AFFIDAVIT
This matter comes before the Court on Defendants’ Motion to Strike
Patterson’s Third Affidavit, filed December 10, 2020. Having reviewed the record
and Defendants’ submission, the Court enters the following order.
1. Standard of Review
Defendants’ Motionto Strike relies entirely on the seminal case of Prophecy
Corp. v. Charles Rossignol, Inc., 256 Ga. 27, 28-30 (2000). As recently explained
by the Georgia Court of Appeals, Prophecy concerned how to apply the evidentiary
rule that when a party stands as a witness on his own behalf, his testimony should

be construed against him “when it is contradictory, vague or equivocal” in the
context of a summary judgment. DirecTV, LLC v. White, 355 Ga. App. 404, 406
(2020).
Testimony by the nonmoving party which contradicts other testimony given
by the nonmoving party will be construed against that party, unless a
reasonable explanation for the contradiction is offered . . . On summary
judgment, whethera litigant has offered a reasonable explanation for the
discrepancy in her sworn testimony is a question of law for thetrial court. .
. [T]the Prophecyrule only applies to self-contradictions in a party’s sworn
testimony.(citations and punctuation omitted.)

2. Background
Keven Patterson is the sole and managing memberof Plaintiff GreenLife
Energy Solutions, LLC (“GreenLife”). (1* Patterson Aff., ]2.) GreenLife has sued
Defendant McCormackBaron Salazar, Inc. (“MBS”) and several MBS officials over
a failed real estate developmentdeal. Patterson has offered three depositions in this
matter. On October 10, 2019, he was deposedasa fact witness. On April 23, 2020,
he was deposed as GreenLife’s 30(b)(6) representative. On June 10, 2020, Patterson

was deposed as GreenLife’s expert witness on damages. On September 28, 2020,
after the close of discovery, Defendants filed motions for summary Judgment. On
November 9, 2020, GreenLife filed the Third Affidavit of Keven Patterson in

support ofits responses to the motions for summary judgment. (PI. SOAF, 931, Ex.

K). The motions wereset for a hearing on December 16, 2020. On December10,

2020, Defendantsfiled this motion seeking to strike Patterson’s third affidavit. At
present, GreenLife hasfiled no formal response, but the Courtfinds the Motion lacks

merits nullifying the need for a response.
3. Analysis

Defendants offers no legal analysis in support of the Motion andcites solely
to Prophecy. (Motion, p. 5.) As Prophecyonly applies to contradictory testimony,
the Court rejects Defendants’ request to strike the entire 48-paragraph affidavit.
Further, even if the Court were to consider the four paragraphsspecifically identified
in Defendants’ motion to strike, it would not impact the Court’s analysis of the
motions for summary judgment.
Initially, as stated above, Prophecy only deals with conflicts between an

affidavit and prior sworn testimony. DirecTV,p. 407. Thus, to the extent Defendants
suggest conflicts between Patterson’s Third Affidavit and otherparts of the record,
the Prophecy case does not apply.
Paragraph 32 ofthe affidavit concerns Patterson’s state of mindin deciding to
trust MBS. Paragraph 40 concerns when Pattersonfirst discovered a previously
unknownfact. While Defendants can point to portions of Patterson’s prior sworn
testimony suggesting these statements might not be credible, Defendants have not
demonstrated that Paragraphs 32 and 40 plainly contradict Patterson’s earlier

deposition testimonyso asto trigger an exclusion under Prophecy.

Paragraph 3 laddresses a conflict in Patterson’s avermentthat portions of the
2015 Atlanta CNI application were available to be publicly viewed online while the
application was being prepared and after it was submitted to HUD but before HUD
awarded the grant in September of 2015. In an earlier deposition, Pattersontestified
that he reviewed portions of the application online during this time period.
(Patterson Dep. pp. 115-116.) In his third affidavit, Patterson avers the application
was not available online for public viewing until sometime after the grant was
awarded.

(3™ Patterson Aff., § 24.)

Without determining if Patterson has a

reasonable explanation forthe discrepancy, the record contains evidence consistent
with Patterson’s affidavit.

The AHA 30(b)(6) representative testified that the

Atlanta CNI application was not publicly available during the HUD review process.
(O’Connell Dep., pp. 47-48.)

Prophecy only applies where the party’s self-

contradictory testimony is the only evidence supporting the equivocating party’s
defense against summary judgment. DirecTV at 407.
A similar issue exists with regard to Paragraph 24 of Patterson’s third affidavit
where he avers arranging a key meeting with MBS and the Mayorof Atlanta that
occurred on January 26, 2015. Hefurther avers he did so by calling Katrina Parks
Taylor, who wasaffiliated with the Mayor’s office, to schedule the meeting. (Id.)
However, in his individual deposition, Patterson testified that he never had a
conversation with Ms. Parks Taylor until later and that she may have called a

representative of MBS to schedule the January 26, 2020 meeting. (Patterson Dep,
pp. 161-162, 168-169.) Regardless of whether GreenLife could offer a reasonable
explanation for this contradiction, this particular fact is immaterial to the pending
motions for summary judgment. In considering the motions for summary judgment,
the Court must construe the evidence in the light most favorable to GreenLife.
Fulton County v. Ward-Poag, 2020 WL 5883344, at *3 (Ga. October 5, 2020).

Construing the evidencein this way, Patterson has outlined a numberofhis actions
that led to the opportunity for MBS to meet with the Mayor.' Even if the Court were
to disregard Patterson’s testimony about the mechanics of how he specifically
arranged the meeting by calling Ms. Parks Taylor, the evidence reflects Patterson’s
other efforts provided MBS with the opportunity to meet the Mayor concerning
Atlanta’s CNI application. Accordingly, the Court finds Prophecy is inapplicable.
DirecTV at 407.
4. Conclusion
In light of the foregoing, Defendants’ Motion to Strike Patterson’s Third
Affidavit is DENIED.

* Patterson claims he arranged an audience with the Mayorand other community stakeholders in Decemberof 2014
where he touted MBS and its ability to help Atlanta withits efforts to obtain a HUD CNI grant. (3Patterson Aff.,
11-13.) Patterson also claims he made “subsequent follow-up communications with the Mayor’s office” where
he continued his appeals. (3" Patterson Aff., § 17.)
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IT IS SO ORDEREDthis Ig day of December,2020.

LLY
WEE ELLERBE,Judge
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